CTC Canada’s Signature Experiences
Collection in Canmore Kananaskis
Alpine Helicopters Ltd./White Mountain Adventures - Mount Charles Stewart Heli-Hike/Alpine Walk
Our guides are provided by our partner White Mountain Adventures. Choose between a leisurely down slope
stroll in the alpine meadows overlooking Lake Minnewanka in Banff National Park or a more aggressive path.
Take the time to discover natural alpine landscapes on high mountain vistas. Feel free to explore while your
experienced guide provides knowledgeable commentary on the areas geography, flora and fauna. This
excursion offers a nine minute scenic helicopter flight which whisks over Canmore, up the Cougar Creek Valley
to your secluded landing location on Mount Charles Stewart. Your adventure will last 3 to 4 hours. An additional
sightseeing flight can be added to this activity. The Royal Canadian Tour and the Mount Assiniboine Glacier
Tour will allow you to further explore Lake Minnewanka and the surrounding areas of Banff National Park while
the Three Sisters Peaks Tour gives you views of Canmore and the Spray Valley.
Brewster Travel Canada - Columbia Icefield Glacier Adventure
Drive up onto a glacier, taste pristine melt water, learn the ancient secrets of icefields, dine with a Rockies view.
The Columbia Icefield Glacier Adventure reveals the most unique attraction in the Canadian Rockies. Massive
Brewster Ice Explorers, specially designed for glacial travel, take passengers on a remarkable excursion onto the
surface of the Athabasca Glacier- a tongue of ice 6 kilometres long and 1 kilometre wide and 10,000 years old.
The Columbia Icefield Glacier Adventure is located on Canada’s most scenic mountain roadway; The Icefields
Parkway. This is the route to over one hundred visible glaciers, turquoise lakes, rushing waterfalls and numerous
hiking trails, picnic spots and campgrounds. Getting to the Columbia Icefield is a remarkable attraction in itself!
Discover Banff Tours - Johnston Canyon Icewalk®
Hike on steel walkways built into the canyon walls that give an airy view of the canyon below. Travel through
prime wildlife habitat on your way to the trailhead and learn the clues to how Johnston Canyon was formed.
This popular walk will lead you past the lower falls and to the breathtaking upper icefalls.
Canmore Cave Tours - Rat’s Nest Cave
Join Canmore Cave Tours on the Adventure Tour into Rat’s Nest Cave to discover the natural beauty of the
Canadian Rocky Mountains from the inside out. No lights, no ladders and no walkways to take away from your
chance to crawl, climb, rappel, slip and slither on your way through the caves and caverns. Push your comfort
zone by learning how to explore caves using a headlamp and your own ability. Encourage your friends to slide
through challenging tunnels like The Laundry Chute and Five Way Chamber. Your guide will explain how the
four kilometres of tunnels were formed and what each geological feature is. Spend time in the spectacular
Grand Gallery then work your way down to the Grotto full of stalactites and stalagmites and a crystal clear
pond of water. Turn off your headlamps and listen to the musical sounds of the water as it drips and trickles
around you. A different route will have you back to the surface with a new appreciation of the mountains and
of your own new found ability.

Snowy Owl Sled Dog Tours-Ghosts of Fortune Mountain: Mushing in the Rockies
Escape with us and take a break from the pack to explore your inner “musher” on a two day, one night winter
getaway! Begin with soft, gentle trails then progress to navigating intermediate terrain. Keep your team on track
over the frozen expanse of Spray Lakes, while keeping watch for the other 4 legged inhabitants frequenting
these backcountry dreamscapes!
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As you cozy up to the warm glow of your campfire, enjoy a delightful and famous feast of “Family Label”
recipes including luscious filet mignon, delectable veggies and sumptuous desert cooked fireside. Sip hot
beverages while you learn the legend of our tipi and discover important beliefs and experiences of our Native
and Inuit cultures. Spend the night in our warm, top of Everest, “North Face Inferno” sleeping apparel tucked
away in our comfortable, fur lined, “North Face” winter expedition tents. Experience the legend of the sacred
Buffalo and Snowy Owl.
Rise and shine and experience another full day excursion in the Canadian Rockies.
Yamnuska Mountain Adventures - Wapta Traverse - Hut to Hut Trekking in the Rockies
Looking for a completely different backcountry hiking experience with the thrill of hiking across a glacier? Our
Wapta Ice Hike is an amazing hut-to-hut adventure that will see you donning crampons and wielding an ice axe
to traverse the Wapta Icefield. If you have never spent time on a glacier, it is an absolutely incredible experience
normally reserved for mountaineers. No trails, few people and excellent opportunities to scramble up peaks and
stand on the top of the continental divide.
We spend one night each at the Alpine Club of Canada’s Bow and Peyto Huts which are situated on rocky
outcroppings high in the alpine near the toe of the glaciers. This unique hiking program is perfect for fit hikers
or first time backpackers who want to learn about basic mountain safety and are looking for a unique way to
experience the mountains.
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